Sumer is icumen in

13th-century English
Trans. Carol Anne Perry Lagemann (SCA Kasha Alekseeva)

A round for as many as 12 voices

Seed - ling grows, from a flaw to free the vine, And springs the wood anew.

Sing cuc - koo! Son a - lone, Yield - ing Him to all the lambs, The cows are low - ing, too. Bulls are start - ing, bucks are fart - ing,

Glad - ly sing cuc - koo! All the grac - es known, Vi - vi - fy - ing.

Sing you well your cuc - koo; May so you e - ver do. Sing cuc - koo now.

Sing cuc - koo now, Sing cuc - koo! Sing cuc - koo!
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